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It is as if the film-maker, conscious of working with issues having a long history of formulation in a body of filmic and extra-filmic texts, becomes necessarily reflexive, dialoguing with the received body of belief and methodology, directly or indirectly discussing the cinema within the films. Each film becomes a methodological sample of a possible approach, at once "about" a subject and "about" itself. Here Brazilian cinema is in step, of course, with international cinema, with its ever-increasing tendency to reflexivity, whether modernist (early Godard), Brechtian (late Godard) or postmodernist (Steven Spielberg). But there are also national and continental specificities at work, rooted in the marginal and syncretic nature of the Latin American cultural experience. The Latin American artist/intellectual is almost necessarily bicultural, at once inside and outside, defined as at the margins yet thoroughly penetrated by the center. As the product of cultural and ethnic mesticaje, Brazil, especially, forms a veritable palimpsest of diasporasblacks brought violently from Africa, indigenous peoples made alien in their own land, and immigrants from Europe, Asia and the Middle East (whence the appropriateness of the title of Tizuka Yamasaki's first film, Gaijin-Japanese for "stranger"-in stressing the primordial foreignness of all Brazilians). As an (at least) tricultural people, Brazilians tend to be language-and culture-conscious, inhabiting a peculiar realm of irony where words and images are seldom taken at face value.
Whatever the root cause of the phenomenon, metacinema is ubiquitous in current Brazilian cinema. But even here we find a remarkable plurality. Among the most commercially oriented films, for example, metacinema takes the form of parodies of Hollywood films or American television programs. These parodies, as Jolo Luiz Vieira points out in his definitive 6 In seventies and eighties films, reflexivity becomes a kind of political obligation. Whereas sixties documentarists discoursed confidently about the "other" -worker, Indian, black-from a presumed superior position, seventies documentarists began to doubt their right and capacity to speak "for" the other. The "documentary" films of Artur Omar, in this sense, interrogate the very possibility of the cinema relaying without distortion a cultural experience alien to the film-maker. The title of his Congo (1972) seems to promise a conventional treatment of a typical documentary subject of the period-Afro-Brazilian folklore and specifically the Afro-Brazilian dance called "congo" or "congada," yet the film itself offers no image referring to the film's ostensible theme. The film's real subject, then, is the impossibility, for the white urban intellectual film-maker, to truly apprehend that which is rural, black, and of the people. Other film-makers, disenchanted with the condescending sociologistic approach, strive for a more dialogical and reciprocal relationship between observer and observed. Thus film-maker Andrea Tonacci, in his work for television, simultaneously registers the encounter of urban white Brazilians with freshly contacted indigenous groups and reflects on the recording of that encounter. In his latest films, in fact, he decides not to speak for the Indians but rather simply to share the equipment and let the Indians speak for themselves.
Two recent metacinematic fiction films deal with the role of sound in the cinema. Walter Rogerio's Voz do Brasil (Voice of Brazil, 1981)-the title refers to a widely detested official radio program--foregrounds the difficulties of a young film-maker waiting for Embrafilme to finance his script. This drama is intercut with a series of episodes having no intrinsic link to the story except that they have to do with Sdo Paulo film-making. One sequence shows an American television detective series being dubbed in Brazilian Portuguese in a sound studio. As the film loop of an actionpacked scene passes on the screen, the dubbing technicians do their work and exchange trivialities. We are struck by the disjunction between the glamorous American stars on the screen and the ordinary Brazilians lending their voices. The provocation of the film, then, is to reveal the hidden face of the normally off-screen dubbers, rendering visible the effaced labor of a particular cinematic process while revealing the technical supports of cultural neocolonialism. The voice, to go back to the title, is that of Brazil, but the images and the mentality and corporate structure behind them are not. A number of seventies and eighties films renew contact with the chanchada-the Riobased musical comedies popular from the thirties through the fifties-now seen as the highest symbol of successful communication with the Brazilian public, the fount of a cinema at once nationalist, pragmatic, and popular. The process of revalorization of the chanchada began with Tropicalism's aggressive leveling, in the late sixties, of high (erudite) and low (mass) 18 culture. Tropicalism, as it was expressed in music, theater, and film, provocatively mingled the folkloric and the industrial, the native and the foreign; its favored technique was the collage of disparate discourses, the result of a "cannibalistic" ingestion of the most heterogenous cultural stimuli. The latter-day filmic incorporation of the chanchada dates from Sganzerla's Red Light Bandit (1968) and Joaquim Pedro de Andrade's Macunatma (1969). The socially conscious recycling of chanchada strategies and actors enabled Macunatma, especially, to realize a goal long inaccessible to Cinema Novo directors-the reconciliation of political and aesthetic avant-gardism with popular and box-office appeal.
The revalorization of the chanchada in the field of criticism and history, meanwhile, was furthered by film historian Paulo Emilio Salles Gomes, who argued, in his essay "Cinema: Trajectory of Underdevelopment," that not only were the chanchadas of vital importance for having retained the loyalty of the Brazilian audience, but also that all Brazilian films, even the most imitative, remained authentically Brazilian, thanks to the Brazilian "creative incapacity for copying."7 Now that the chanchada per se was dead, it becomes history and is therefore available for nostalgic or critical reelaboration, a legitimate urban tradition to be incorporated much as rural folklore was incorporated by Cinema Novo in the early sixties. Prison Memories is allegorical in still another sense, in that it uses one set of events, which transpired in the thirties, to speak about another set of events. Just as the "joke" in Vidas Secas consists in its being set in the past, yet nothing has changed, so Prison Memories has everything to do with the Brazil of abertura. The prison's "Freedom Radio" speaks of debts and bankers' agreements, and a soldier tells the writer, in a transparent allusion to two decades of military rule, "It will take you civilians a good while to get rid of us." The eagerness of the prisoners to come to decisions by vote evokes, for the Brazilian, the energetic 1984 campaign for direct presidential elections. The film begins and ends with the Brazilian national anthem, at a time when patriotism was back in style in Brazil, precisely because of redemocratization. The anthem marks the film as a microcosmic statement, suggesting that Brazil has the aspect of a prison, yet one whose prisoners will soon be freed.
Another key trope in the cinema of the past two decades has been the highway. The early sixties films--Vidas Secas, Viramundo, Grande Cidade-were already fascinated by the theme of internal migration from the impoverished interior. Rui Guerra's The Guns, for example, was structured around the opposition between the urban world of weapons and trucks and the rural world of hunger and millenial religion, in a film which counterposed a documentary style, for the peasants, with a narrative fiction linked to the urban characters, with whom we identify   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •iiii~i!!i~ii::~ extreme oppression, she is bruised but also resilient and even cautiously militant. With the film-maker's help she re-encounters her family, reassumes her true name and reaffirms her political convictions. In her capacity for disappearing, surviving, and then reappearing, she resembles, as Brazilian critic Roberto Schwarz points out, the film-maker himself. The emotion generated by the film arises from the encounter of a committed film-maker with an authentic popular heroine, who, despite everything, manages to connect the dots of her political trajectory, just as the film-maker connects the dots of his cinematic project. In the renewed confluence of political cinema and popular struggle, both cineaste and peasant leader resume their struggle and mark their solidarity. In Cabra Marcado para Morrer, the vastness of Brazil is defined by the space of an exemplary diaspora; the dispersion and disintegration of the family and the erasing of idefitity by repression. But the descent into hell is doubled by a reverse journey which leads, if not to paradise, at least to a historical situation where questions can be posed again. Here, the cinema literally intervenes in the life of the oppressed, and the story of the film begun, interrupted, and now completed is mingled with the story of those with whom the film-maker dialogues. It is thanks to the filmic meeting between the filmmaker and Elizabete that she emerges from the underground and recomposes her identity. Between Cabra 1964 and Cabra 1984, the same questions remain relevant-repression, squatter's rights, agrarian reform, unionization-but not in the same terms, just as the film is taken up again but in a different mode. The sixties meeting with the widow is paralleled by the highly didactic cinema of the staged sixties film-a mel1ange of Salt of the Earth-style realism, with hortatory dialogue and idealizing lowangles, and the heroicized image of the People promoted by the leftist Center of Popular Culture which sponsored the film. The eighties meeting with the widow takes place in the era of network television and the accumulated experience of the Brazilian documentary. The filmic language is more dialogical, less inclined to discourse omnisciently about the other, and more inclined to listen to and learn from the other. The film incorporates into its own process and editing the recuperation of identity. It adroitly articulates the procedures of the traditional documentary-and especially offscreen commentary-with more contemporary directcinema techniques--where we discern the presence of the television professional, Eduardo Coutinho, from the well-known network series "Globo Reporter." We see his crew working within the frame, making us acutely aware of a film-in-the-process-of-being-made before our eyes. We have here, then, a summa of our themes: documentary report, metacinema, the voice of the other, intertextuality (here in the most literal sense), and the impact of history, in a synthesis at once political, social, anthropological, and filmic. NOTES 
